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     Network and Agency  

Thomas Rickert’s “In the House of Doing: Rhetoric and the Kairos of Ambience” 

analyzes Charles Taylor’s view of authorship and complexity theory: “The writer is caught in a 

network of complex, co-adaptive threads that disrupt any sense of autonomy or boundary, and in 

this sense becomes an important exemplum for what Taylor describes as ‘nodular subjectivity’” 

(902-3). Even the boundaries between author and text are disrupted. Taylor sees “writing as 

ghostwriting, and he sees himself as much written as actively writing” (920). A writer serves as 

part of a vast network, “a semi-aware nodal point, a conduit for a wide, complex array of forces” 

(920). Traditionally, writers are credited with a large degree of agency, some even labelled 

“genius,” but Taylor appears to downgrade writers from geniuses to conduits—not even fully 

aware conduits. Boundaries between writer and text, individual and environment, past and 

present, technology and nature, body and mind are all permeable under complexity theory. It is 

hard not to read Rickert’s descriptions of Taylor’s ideas as stifling or disturbing. There must be 

some beauty in the interconnectedness of everything, the challenging of boundaries, and this 

somewhat submissive approach to language: “Words, thoughts, and ideas are never really his, 

[Taylor] tells us; it is more that he is theirs” (901). But Rickert and Taylor often resort to creepy 

imagery of ghosts and the cold imagery of technology. Everyone is always trapped in a network. 

Even when writers think they are creating something original, they are not alone; they are 

haunted by or linked to something within the network (902). Technology and writers intertwine 

into some sort of cyborg, in which the writer is a nodal point. But in this depiction of ghouls and 
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networks, Taylor and Rickert both leave out an even darker side to network and autonomy: 

prejudice and oppression. By analyzing the works of Frederick Douglass, Virginia Woolf, 

Hélène Cixous and Gloria Anzaldúa through complexity theory, I will further complicate Charles 

Taylor’s understanding of “ghostwriting” by exploring the tension between agency and the 

network for female and non-white writers. Furthermore, I interpret these works as countering 

Taylor in their advocacy for autonomy and the breaking of networks.  

Ghostwriting, though already an uncomfortable concept that denies the rhetor’s agency in 

Taylor’s usage, becomes more restrictive when applied to Frederick Douglass’ role as speaker. 

Douglass frequently encountered skeptics who thought a white person had ghostwritten his work. 

Such skepticism does more than deny his agency; considering his status as a former slave, this 

skepticism also contributes to a culture which denies black people humanity and talent. In 

addition, abolitionists attempted to control Douglass’ story and representation. It is significant 

that Douglass decided not to use a plantation accent, contrary to the advice of abolitionists who 

feared his eloquence would discredit his story. Paradoxically, in the abolitionists’ attempts to 

make Douglass appear as though his words were not ghostwritten, they tried to ghostwrite his 

speeches through their advice. In this case, white's desire for Douglass to portray himself 

with a "plantation accent" and "slave's servility" serves the interests of those hoping to 

appeal to a white savior complex, and their desire to turn Douglass into a mere character 

rather than an abolitionist thinker in his own right. The abolitionists’ use of Douglass’ body 

as a text also indicates their attempts to ghostwrite his story. Douglass was to present merely the 

facts of slavery, primarily through the lashes on his body. Douglass describes William Lloyd 

Garrison taking him on speaking engagements during which Garrison would use Douglass’ body 

as a text; his body was interpreted by Garrison and the audience, not expressed through Douglass 
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himself. This use of his body was an attempt to deny Douglass his agency as an author of his 

own story. His body is supposed to serve as merely a conduit for the messages of abolitionists. 

Like Douglass, Virginia Woolf also finds herself in an oppressive network that she works 

to break. Woolf’s spectral imagery proves far more dangerous than the ghosts of Taylor and 

Rickert. She describes an Angel of the House who guides her pen and offers this advice while 

she writes a review of a man’s book: “My dear, you are a young woman. You are writing about a 

book that has been written by a man. Be sympathetic; be tender; flatter; deceive; use all the arts 

and wiles of our sex. Never let anybody guess that you have a mind of your own. Above all, be 

pure” (1254). Complexity theory’s disruption of boundaries between agency and submission and 

between body and text are displayed here but with far higher stakes, since Woolf is describing an 

oppressive network. The Angel of the House represents the expectations of women which haunt 

her work and control her writing. Woolf argues that she killed the phantom because, “Had I not 

killed her she would have killed me. She would have plucked the heart out of my writing” 

(1254). Woolf regards her writing, her body and her identity as intertwined, not only with each 

other, but within a patriarchal network. Within this network, the intertwining becomes stifling, 

even dangerous.  

Hélène Cixous further disrupts the dichotomy of body and text by arguing for women to 

write and speak from their body. She articulates an open, multiple writing style which reflects 

women’s eroticism.  Cixous’ advocacy for women to write from their bodies serves as her own 

attempt to kill the Angel of the House: “the immense majority [of women writers] whose 

workmanship is in no way different from male writing, and which either obscures women or 

reproduces the classic representations of women (as sensitive-intuitive-dreamy, etc.)” (1526). 
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Cixous and Woolf both bemoan the lack of women writers, but they are also concerned that most 

women are not writing their truth because they are so entrenched in a patriarchal network. 

In Gloria Anzaldúa’s articulation of the intertwining of body and text and autonomy and 

control, she begins with teeth: “‘We're going to have to control your tongue,’ the dentist says, 

pulling out all the metal from my mouth. . . . The dentist is cleaning out my roots. . . . ‘I’ve never 

seen anything as strong or as stubborn,’ he says” (1585). I really like that this section, that is 

very much concerned with location and identity, starts with identifying the mouth and 

tongue as a location for rhetoric. It also identifies it with a metaphor of wealth, that there's 

an internal treasure that is being pulled from her. And this treasure is her culture—her roots. 

She credits her mixed culture as offering enormous creative inspiration, but white, patriarchal 

culture, like a dentist, violently works to control her stubborn tongue. 	  Setting aside the obvious 

fact that this is literally concerning her tongue and speech, I feel that this is also a good 

metaphor for silencing women to deny them any kind of power. In addition, along with the 

multitude of violent atrocities committed against people of color, a central piece of the violence 

the American government perpetrated against Native peoples of North America was 

forcing them to abandon their own languages in favor of English. In other words, "taming" 

the native populations of North America inherently involved the "taming" of a "wild 

tongue." Anzaldúa describes a network which attempts to strip away autonomy through 

linguistic and bodily violence.  

For Douglass, Woolf, Cixous and Anzaldúa, there are high stakes attached to being part 

of a network and lacking autonomy which are not fully articulated by Rickert or Taylor. 

However, these writers also explore means of escaping these networks and acting autonomously. 

Because of the network in which he exists, Douglass cannot escape white abolitionists, racists 
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and skeptics. Despite this violent, controlling network, Douglass manages to exercise autonomy 

in the creation of his persona. He defies the advice of abolitionists by eloquently expressing 

himself as a speaker and writer. He does more than tell the facts, and he certainly does not use 

plantation dialect; he beautifully articulates his personhood and the evils of slavery. But 

paradoxically, in his writing and speaking, he participates within traditional linguistic practices. 

Rather than using dialect or forms of signifyin’, he uses Standard English. However, as a black 

man, his participation in the network of traditional linguistic practices makes his persona 

powerful and subversive of the network. Douglass’ persona thereby complicates Taylor’s 

understanding of autonomy and network. Though fully enmeshed in the network by using 

Standard English, he simultaneously undermines this network, for he defies expectations of 

black, former slaves.  

Woolf, Cixous and Anzaldúa differ from Douglass in that they challenge networks by 

proposing new linguistic strategies which reflect their subject positions. Woolf’s killing of the 

Angel of the House serves as a move to kill the network which oppresses her writing. Once the 

network is dead, women can create a new system, in which women write their own sentences 

rather than subscribe to gender roles or mimic the style of men. Cixous similarly advocates that 

the “future must no longer be determined by the past” (1524). Women must take control of their 

representation and write from their bodies. The motif of flight demonstrates this departure from 

the patriarchal network: “She doesn't ‘speak,’ she throws her trembling body forward; she lets go 

of herself, she flies; all of her passes into her voice, and it's with her body that she vitally 

supports the ‘logic’ of her speech” (1528). This trembling and letting go evokes the female 

orgasm, and this description suggests that writing from the body has the power to transcend, or 

fly, from the patriarchal network and reclaim female sexuality from often denigrating and stifling 
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male representations. In addition, she seems to expand what logic is. Logic is traditionally an 

intellectual capacity, one which has been considered men's strong point and women's 

weakness. She flips this conception by challenging the mind/body binary of traditional 

rhetoric and claiming that the body is a site of logic.  

Anzaldúa differs from Cixous in that she celebrates the past while also looking towards 

the future. She defies the tradition of silence, which violently oppresses the voices of women, 

queer people, and people of color. But a break from this tradition of silence means a celebration 

of another traditional network. She describes the transcendental power of storytelling practiced 

by shamans. She even provides an interesting merging of tradition and her vision of the future 

when describing where she writes:  

I sit here before my computer, Amiguita, my altar on top of the monitor with the Virgen 

de Coatlalopeulz candle and copal incense burning. My companion, a wooden serpent 

staff with feathers, is to my right while I ponder the way metaphor and symbol concretize 

the spirit and etherealize the body. (1596) 

This image is a bit jarring for me, but in a good way. It brings me back to the material 

nature of writing beyond embodiment (but nonetheless spiritually or mystically 

transformative). The juxtaposition of modern technology and cultural artifacts depicts her 

notion of mestiza consciousness, which works to bring voice not only to women but also to 

traditions of minority cultures. She celebrates language as offering the potential for liberation 

from a tradition of silence, but language is also a means of preserving her cultural heritage, 

such as the traditional figure of the nahual. This interest in both change and preserving 

tradition seems to result from the intersections of her sexuality, gender and ethnicity. 

Whereas Cixous wishes to forget the past, Anzaldúa views that as another form of silencing, 
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particularly the silencing of her culture’s language and practices by the violent oppression of 

colonialism. Anzaldúa offers another complication of Taylor’s views of autonomy and the 

network. Whereas Taylor describes writers as ghostwriters because they are enmeshed in a 

network, Anzaldúa offers mestiza consciousness as a way of developing autonomy by 

celebrating the network of her mestiza roots.  

 Charles Taylor’s complexity theory, at least as it is presented in Thomas Rickert’s article, 

can be further complicated when applied to the works of women and people of color. Douglass, 

Woolf, Cixous and Anzaldúa align with complexity theory in their challenging of the dichotomy 

of body and text and their understanding of occupying a position within a social structure or 

network. But Taylor’s view of writers as conduits or ghostwriters trapped in a network does not 

fully capture the danger and violence experienced by women and people of color. As a result of 

conceiving of complexity theory without consideration of the distinct experiences of minority 

groups, Taylor does not consider the potential or importance of challenging networks and 

becoming autonomous. In contrast, Douglass, Woolf, Cixous and Anzaldúa offer potentials to 

challenge or destroy networks, exercise autonomy, and break systems of silence and violence.  
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